
Theory exams (12.06.2020) 

1st Year 

 

NB If you would like to view your paper, you should go to the ‘ricevimento’ of the lecturer that marked it, 

as specified in the rightmost column by way of the abbreviations: CB ( = Broccias), EN (= Nicolini). N.B. This 

may NOT be the lecturer of the group (“Frazionamento”) you belong to. Please remember that you need to 

have your final mark signed by the lecturer whose Frazionamento you belong to. Your Frazionamento 

appears in your study plan.  

 

Abbreviations: F = Fail, CB = Broccias, EN = Nicolini 

 

matricola  score marked by 

4063786 F EN 

4207667 21 CB 

4371379 20 EN 

4376945 F CB 

4487616 24 CB 

4504195 20 CB 

4504513 F EN 

4655334 24 EN 

4683735 18 CB 

4714899 19 EN 

4716176 23 CB 

4819037 22 CB 

4821786 20 EN 

4822831 24 CB 

4822886 24 EN 

4823579 23 EN 

4831390 23 EN 

4831796 23 CB 

4851837 22 CB 

4864213 26 CB 

4893176 22 CB 

4896487 23 EN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2nd Year 

 

NB If you would like to view your paper, you should go to the ‘ricevimento’ of the lecturer that marked it, 

as specified in the rightmost column by way of the abbreviations: MB (= Bagli), CB (= Broccias). NB This may 

NOT be the lecturer of the group (“Frazionamento”) you belong to. Please remember that you need to 

have your final mark signed by the lecturer whose Frazionamento you belong to. Your Frazionamento 

appears in your study plan.  

 

Abbreviations: F = Fail, MB = Bagli, CB = Broccias  

 

 
matricola score marked by 
3975073 F MB 

4025319 22 MB 

4036540 24 MB 

4056780 21 MB 

4191429 22 MB 

4223991 F MB 

4228424 21 MB 

4350127 23 MB 

4502016 22 MB 

4518220 19 MB 

4522290 25 MB 

4526579 24 MB 

4541583 19 CB 

4544047 F MB 

4668644 26 MB 

4716220 20 MB 

 
 
 

Magistrale 

 

1st Year 

 

If your score is a number followed by an "*", this means that your 'theory' score is less than 18 but your 

overall score (the average of theory + practice) is a pass (i.e. you have passed the whole exam). 

  
If your score is F*, this means that your 'theory' score is less than 18 and that your overall score (the 

average of theory + practice) is also less than 18 so you will have to retake the ‘theory’ part (as well as 

the ‘practice’ part if the ‘practice’ part is less than 18). 

  
If your score is a number not followed by an “*”, then the score you see is your ‘theory’ score. This 

score will be averaged with your ‘practice’ score (when it is available) and if this average is 18 or 

above, then you will have passed the exam. 

 

 

4113627    18* 


